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DefinitionsDefinitions

Alien Alien –– any nonany non--U.S. citizen or nationalU.S. citizen or national
Immigrant Immigrant –– someone who comes to U.S. with someone who comes to U.S. with 
plans to live here permanentlyplans to live here permanently
Refugee Refugee -- someone outside his or her country of someone outside his or her country of 
nationality who is unable or unwilling to return nationality who is unable or unwilling to return 
to or have the protection of that country to or have the protection of that country 
because of persecution or a wellbecause of persecution or a well--founded fear of founded fear of 
persecution, on account of race, religion, persecution, on account of race, religion, 
nationality, membership in a particular social nationality, membership in a particular social 
group or political opinion group or political opinion 



ALIEN – any non-U.S. 
citizen or national

IMMIGRANT – moves 
to the U.S. with plans to live 

here permanently

REFUGEE

Alien vs. Immigrant vs. RefugeeAlien vs. Immigrant vs. Refugee



DefinitionsDefinitions
Classes of RefugeesClasses of Refugees

AsyleeAsylee -- a person a person grantedgranted asylum in the U.S.asylum in the U.S.
Cuban/Haitian EntrantCuban/Haitian Entrant -- any individual granted parole any individual granted parole 
status as a Cuban/Haitian Entrant (Status Pending), or a status as a Cuban/Haitian Entrant (Status Pending), or a 
Cuban or Haitian national paroled into U.S.; is subject of Cuban or Haitian national paroled into U.S.; is subject of 
removal, departure or exclusion proceedings under the INA; removal, departure or exclusion proceedings under the INA; 
or has an application for asylum pending and with respect to or has an application for asylum pending and with respect to 
whom a final, nonappealable, and legally enforceable order of whom a final, nonappealable, and legally enforceable order of 
removal, deportation or exclusion has not been entered.removal, deportation or exclusion has not been entered.
Victim of Human TraffickingVictim of Human Trafficking –– a person certified by the a person certified by the 
Office of Refugee Resettlement as a victim of forced laborOffice of Refugee Resettlement as a victim of forced labor
AmerasianAmerasian ––Vietnamese alien fathered by a U.S. citizen Vietnamese alien fathered by a U.S. citizen 
between 1962between 1962--1975 and his/her spouse and children, mother, 1975 and his/her spouse and children, mother, 
siblings, etc.siblings, etc.



REFUGEES

ASYLEES
CUBAN/HAITIAN 

ENTRANTS

AMERASIANS

VICTIMS OF 
TRAFFICKING

Classes of RefugeesClasses of Refugees



DefinitionsDefinitions

Secondary MigrantSecondary Migrant
A refugee who was originally resettled in another state A refugee who was originally resettled in another state 
before moving to Ohio.  before moving to Ohio.  
Social Security number beginning with 268Social Security number beginning with 268--302 is Ohio.302 is Ohio.

Lawful permanent resident (LPR)Lawful permanent resident (LPR) is an is an 
alien who has been granted the privilege to alien who has been granted the privilege to 
live and work in the United States live and work in the United States 
permanently.  permanently.  

Refugees and asylees may apply to adjust to this Refugees and asylees may apply to adjust to this 
status after one year.status after one year.



OverviewOverview

A Refugee’s JourneyA Refugee’s Journey
Homeland to foreign countryHomeland to foreign country
UNHCR UNHCR –– International agency for refugeesInternational agency for refugees
Federal AgenciesFederal Agencies

USCIS USCIS –– Department of Homeland SecurityDepartment of Homeland Security
Department of StateDepartment of State
Department of Health and Human ServicesDepartment of Health and Human Services

Free Cases versus Family Reunification CasesFree Cases versus Family Reunification Cases
Travel LoanTravel Loan



Overview cont.Overview cont.

A Refugee’s Journey continuedA Refugee’s Journey continued
Voluntary Agencies (VOLAGS) Voluntary Agencies (VOLAGS) –– National who has National who has 
agreement with DOS to provide R&P servicesagreement with DOS to provide R&P services
Resettlement Agency (RA) Resettlement Agency (RA) –– Local affiliate who does Local affiliate who does 
the ground workthe ground work

Not financially responsible (“sponsors”)Not financially responsible (“sponsors”)

ODJFS ODJFS –– responsible for state refugee resettlement responsible for state refugee resettlement 
programprogram
CDJFS CDJFS –– responsible for administering refugee responsible for administering refugee 
benefits programsbenefits programs



Goals of the U.S. Refugee Goals of the U.S. Refugee 
Resettlement ProgramResettlement Program

Employment/SelfEmployment/Self--Sufficiency Sufficiency –– 11stst PriorityPriority
Must participate in employment services within 30 Must participate in employment services within 30 
days of receipt of cash assistancedays of receipt of cash assistance

English Language Training English Language Training –– 22ndnd PriorityPriority
Should be concurrent with job search activitiesShould be concurrent with job search activities
Cannot be pursued in place of an offer of Cannot be pursued in place of an offer of 
employmentemployment



Reception and Placement (R&P) Reception and Placement (R&P) 
ProgramProgram

Given to RA to provide for initial resettlement and Given to RA to provide for initial resettlement and 
services to refugees in first 30 days after arrival.services to refugees in first 30 days after arrival.
Used by RA for the first month rent and utilities, Used by RA for the first month rent and utilities, 
furnishings, a few days of food, and staff to assist with furnishings, a few days of food, and staff to assist with 
orientation, transportation, etc.orientation, transportation, etc.
Refugees are given some cash to help with clothing and Refugees are given some cash to help with clothing and 
other expenses during their first month in the U.S.  other expenses during their first month in the U.S.  
Does Does not not count as income and should be noted on count as income and should be noted on 
CLRC only. CLRC only. 



Matching Grant ProgramMatching Grant Program

Voluntary employment incentive program for all classes Voluntary employment incentive program for all classes 
of refugees of refugees -- available through RAavailable through RA

Designed for refugee selfDesigned for refugee self--sufficiency within 4sufficiency within 4--6 months6 months
Enroll within 31 days of arrivalEnroll within 31 days of arrival

Stipulation of participation is not to access public cash Stipulation of participation is not to access public cash 
assistance while participating (may receive after)assistance while participating (may receive after)
Usually still qualify for Food Stamps and Medicaid or Usually still qualify for Food Stamps and Medicaid or 
RMA; can count toward FSETRMA; can count toward FSET
Counts as “other income” on AEFIQ/AEFMICounts as “other income” on AEFIQ/AEFMI
Note CLRC if Matching Grant participant to document Note CLRC if Matching Grant participant to document 
why no cash assistancewhy no cash assistance



Question #1Question #1

A refugee comes to the CDJFS to apply for A refugee comes to the CDJFS to apply for 
assistance.  He brings a letter indicating he  assistance.  He brings a letter indicating he  
received $100 cash upon arrival from the received $100 cash upon arrival from the 
resettlement agency for basic needs during his resettlement agency for basic needs during his 
first 30 days.  Can he apply for cash assistance first 30 days.  Can he apply for cash assistance 
and does this money count in the budget?and does this money count in the budget?



Answer: Question #1Answer: Question #1

Yes, he can apply for cash assistance.  Yes, he can apply for cash assistance.  
The money he received is Reception and The money he received is Reception and 
Placement money and does not count in the Placement money and does not count in the 
budget.  This money should be noted on CLRC budget.  This money should be noted on CLRC 
only.  only.  
The resettlement agency on file should be The resettlement agency on file should be 
notified that he applied for benefits.notified that he applied for benefits.



Question 2Question 2

A refugee family applies for Cash, Food Stamps, A refugee family applies for Cash, Food Stamps, 
and Medical assistance.  The letter from the and Medical assistance.  The letter from the 
Resettlement Agency says that they are Resettlement Agency says that they are 
participating in Match Grant services and the participating in Match Grant services and the 
family is receiving $1,250 a month.  What family is receiving $1,250 a month.  What 
benefits and services is the family potentially benefits and services is the family potentially 
eligible for?eligible for?



Answer: Question #2Answer: Question #2

This family is potentially eligible for food stamp This family is potentially eligible for food stamp 
and Medicaid benefits.  and Medicaid benefits.  
They cannot receive OWF because they are They cannot receive OWF because they are 
participating in the Matching Grant program.  participating in the Matching Grant program.  
The money they are receiving counts as “Other The money they are receiving counts as “Other 
Income” on AEFMI/AEFIQ and may limit Income” on AEFMI/AEFIQ and may limit 
their eligibility for FS and/or Medicaid benefits.their eligibility for FS and/or Medicaid benefits.



Refugee DocumentsRefugee Documents

Refugees may present a number of different Refugees may present a number of different 
forms to document their refugee status:forms to document their refugee status:

II--94 Form94 Form
II--551 Permanent Resident (“Green”) Card551 Permanent Resident (“Green”) Card
II--766 Employment Authorization Card766 Employment Authorization Card
II--571 U.S. Refugee Travel Document571 U.S. Refugee Travel Document
Asylum LetterAsylum Letter
Victims of Trafficking Certification LetterVictims of Trafficking Certification Letter



Alien NumberAlien Number

Assigned to all immigrants as they enter the U.S.Assigned to all immigrants as they enter the U.S.
Found on paperwork documenting refugee Found on paperwork documenting refugee 
status  status  
An 8An 8--9 digit number that is preceded by an “A”9 digit number that is preceded by an “A”
Typically found on the BACK of the ITypically found on the BACK of the I--94 form94 form
Use the alien number to verify a refugee’s status Use the alien number to verify a refugee’s status 
on SAVEon SAVE
Used by ODJFS to document refugees for Used by ODJFS to document refugees for 
monitoring and funding purposesmonitoring and funding purposes



Refugee Documents: IRefugee Documents: I--9494

Refugees enter the U.S. with Refugees enter the U.S. with 
the Ithe I--94 form   94 form   
Some have a picture  Some have a picture  
Contains demographic Contains demographic 
information:information:

NameName
Date of birthDate of birth
Country of originCountry of origin
Date the refugee entered the U.S.Date the refugee entered the U.S.
Alien NumberAlien Number

Status stamp in upper right Status stamp in upper right 
cornercorner

Refugee 
Status Stamp Date of Entry

Front of I-94

Oct. 13, 2007



Refugee Documents: IRefugee Documents: I--9494

DoubleDouble--sided; both sides sided; both sides 
must be copied and kept must be copied and kept 
together in the case file together in the case file 
so as not to confuse so as not to confuse 
more than one person’s more than one person’s 
information.  information.  
The alien number is the The alien number is the 
88--9 digit number that 9 digit number that 
follows the A, usually follows the A, usually 
found on the back of the found on the back of the 
II--9494

Back of I-94

Alien Number



Questions #3 & 4Questions #3 & 4

3.  Which number is the alien 3.  Which number is the alien 
number?number?

a) 220390931a) 220390931
b) 12345678b) 12345678
c) None of the abovec) None of the above

4.  What is the refugee’s date of 4.  What is the refugee’s date of 
entry?entry?

a) 10/13/07a) 10/13/07
b) Need more informationb) Need more information
c) None of the abovec) None of the above

Oct. 13, 2007



Answers Questions #3 & 4Answers Questions #3 & 4

3.  Which number is the alien 3.  Which number is the alien 
number?number?

a) 220390931a) 220390931
b) 12345678b) 12345678

c) None of the abovec) None of the above

4.  What is the refugee’s date of 4.  What is the refugee’s date of 
entry?entry?

a) 10/13/07a) 10/13/07

b) Need more informationb) Need more information
c) None of the abovec) None of the above

Oct. 13, 2007



Refugee Documents: AsyleesRefugee Documents: Asylees

II--94 card with asylum stamp94 card with asylum stamp
Letter granting asylum statusLetter granting asylum status

Letter Letter must say “granted must say “granted 
asylum”asylum”
Applicants Applicants for asylum (except for asylum (except 
from Cuba or Haiti) are from Cuba or Haiti) are notnot
eligibleeligible

Qualify for benefits as of the date Qualify for benefits as of the date 
asylum status was grantedasylum status was granted

Letter Granting Asylum Status:

I-94 Asylum 
Stamp:



Refugee Documents: Refugee Documents: 
Victims of TraffickingVictims of Trafficking

Victims have a letter from Victims have a letter from 
ORR certifying this statusORR certifying this status
Must be verified by calling Must be verified by calling 
ORR’s trafficking ORR’s trafficking 
certification line:  certification line:  
(866) 401(866) 401--55105510

Eligibility for benefits Eligibility for benefits 
begins as of the begins as of the 
certification datecertification date

Children will have Children will have 
eligibility dateeligibility date



Refugee Documents:  Refugee Documents:  
Cuban/Haitian EntrantsCuban/Haitian Entrants

Cuban or Haitian Cuban or Haitian 
Entrants may present a Entrants may present a 
variety of documents:variety of documents:

II--94 with a stamp 94 with a stamp 
documenting their statusdocumenting their status
Cuban or Haitian Cuban or Haitian 
passport with a Section passport with a Section 
212(d)(5) stamp dated 212(d)(5) stamp dated 
after October 10, 1980after October 10, 1980
Numerous other forms Numerous other forms ––
see “Typical Documents” see “Typical Documents” 
desk aid and/or contact desk aid and/or contact 
REFUGEE mailbox for REFUGEE mailbox for 
assistanceassistance

Paroled as a Cuban-Haitian 
Entrant (Status Pending) 
pursuant to section 212 (d)(5) 
of the INA. Reviewable 
______. Employment 
authorized until ____.

_______   _______  _____________
Office Date     Office Number

I-94 Entrant Stamp:



Refugee Documents: IRefugee Documents: I--551 551 
Permanent Resident CardPermanent Resident Card

People holding refugee status may apply to adjust to Permanent People holding refugee status may apply to adjust to Permanent 
Resident status after one year in the U.S.  Resident status after one year in the U.S.  
EightEight--month time limit for ADCQ and MAQ will have expired month time limit for ADCQ and MAQ will have expired 
when they present this card, but may still be eligible for OWF, when they present this card, but may still be eligible for OWF, 
Medicaid, and Refugee Social Services. Medicaid, and Refugee Social Services. 
Code only the people presenting this card with a category code Code only the people presenting this card with a category code 
indicating they came in as a refugee class as “SA” on CRISindicating they came in as a refugee class as “SA” on CRIS--E. E. 

Alien Status 
Code

Alien Number



Refugee Documents:  Refugee Documents:  
Other  DocumentsOther  Documents

The IThe I--688B or I688B or I--766, 766, 
“Employment “Employment 
Authorization Card”, or Authorization Card”, or 
the Ithe I--571, “U.S. Refugee 571, “U.S. Refugee 
Travel Document” can Travel Document” can 
both be used to verify both be used to verify 
status.  status.  
Both have an Alien Both have an Alien 
number and Category or number and Category or 
Classification code.Classification code.



Refugee Documents: Reminders Refugee Documents: Reminders 

Refugees may not have a photo ID when applying for Refugees may not have a photo ID when applying for 
benefits benefits –– II--94 or other document listed with codes on 94 or other document listed with codes on 
“Typical Documents” desk aid is sufficient“Typical Documents” desk aid is sufficient
Documentation needs to be verified using the SAVE Documentation needs to be verified using the SAVE 
programprogram

Use “Request Additional Verification” function to clarify Use “Request Additional Verification” function to clarify 
information/ask date of entry questions to USCISinformation/ask date of entry questions to USCIS

Alien Number is required on CRISAlien Number is required on CRIS--E screen AEICZE screen AEICZ
Only people Only people grantedgranted asylum status are eligible for asylum status are eligible for 
refugee benefits (except applicants for asylum who are refugee benefits (except applicants for asylum who are 
from Cuba or Haiti are eligible as Cuban/Haitian from Cuba or Haiti are eligible as Cuban/Haitian 
Entrants)Entrants)



Social Security NumbersSocial Security Numbers

Social Security number is used to apply for and Social Security number is used to apply for and 
distribute federal funding [5101:1distribute federal funding [5101:1--22--40.3(B)(2)(a)]40.3(B)(2)(a)]

Can tell state of initial resettlement by looking at the first Can tell state of initial resettlement by looking at the first 
three numbers:  Ohio begins with 268three numbers:  Ohio begins with 268--302302
Critical to enter on CRISCritical to enter on CRIS--E as soon as it is receivedE as soon as it is received

Documentation from the Social Security Documentation from the Social Security 
Administration that the refugee has applied for a Social Administration that the refugee has applied for a Social 
Security number is adequate to establish eligibility for Security number is adequate to establish eligibility for 
cash, medical and food stamp assistance [5101:1cash, medical and food stamp assistance [5101:1--3838--
02.1(C)(6), 5101:402.1(C)(6), 5101:4--33--01(F), 5101:401(F), 5101:4--33--22(A), 5101:122(A), 5101:1--33--
09(A),(B), 5101:109(A),(B), 5101:1--22--40(E)(3)]40(E)(3)]



The SAVE ProgramThe SAVE Program
SSystematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) ystematic Alien Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) 
programprogram
Use the alien number to access SAVE and verify the Use the alien number to access SAVE and verify the 
refugee’s legal status, classification on admission refugee’s legal status, classification on admission 
(COA), date of birth, name and entry date(COA), date of birth, name and entry date

“COA” code is what status the person came into the U.S. “COA” code is what status the person came into the U.S. 
withwith
“Date of Entry” on the lower left“Date of Entry” on the lower left--hand corner of the hand corner of the 
verification page is the date the immigrant was granted the verification page is the date the immigrant was granted the 
current current legal statuslegal status

“Request Additional Verification” function“Request Additional Verification” function
Benefits should not be delayed while SAVE verification Benefits should not be delayed while SAVE verification 
is pendingis pending
SAVE Desk Aid is on the Refugee Services websiteSAVE Desk Aid is on the Refugee Services website



The SAVE Program:  Screen ShotThe SAVE Program:  Screen Shot

012345678

JOHNDOE



The SAVE Program:  The SAVE Program:  
Request Additional VerificationRequest Additional Verification

012345678



SAVE Screen Shot: Questions #5 SAVE Screen Shot: Questions #5 -- 88

012345678

JANEDOE

12/01/07

CH6



Questions #5 & 6: SAVEQuestions #5 & 6: SAVE

Look at the SAVE screen Look at the SAVE screen 
shot on the previous page shot on the previous page 
and use your “Typical and use your “Typical 
Documents” handout.  Documents” handout.  

5.  What status did this person 5.  What status did this person 
come into the U.S. as?come into the U.S. as?
a) Refugeea) Refugee
b) Asyleeb) Asylee
c) Cuban/Haitian Entrantc) Cuban/Haitian Entrant
d) Amerasiand) Amerasian

6.   The I6.   The I--551 Permanent 551 Permanent 
Resident Card Ms. Doe Resident Card Ms. Doe 
presented shows a birth date presented shows a birth date 
of 8/29/51.  What do you of 8/29/51.  What do you 
do?do?
a) Deny her casea) Deny her case
b) Approve her case and    b) Approve her case and    

request additional request additional 
verificationverification

c) Accuse her of fraudc) Accuse her of fraud
d) Leave her case pending     d) Leave her case pending     

and request additional and request additional 
verificationverification



Answers: Questions #5 & 6: SAVEAnswers: Questions #5 & 6: SAVE

Look at the SAVE screen Look at the SAVE screen 
shot on the previous page shot on the previous page 
and use your “Typical and use your “Typical 
Documents” handout.  Documents” handout.  

5.  What status did this person 5.  What status did this person 
come into the U.S. as?come into the U.S. as?
a) Refugeea) Refugee
b) Asyleeb) Asylee
c) Cuban/Haitian Entrantc) Cuban/Haitian Entrant
d) Amerasiand) Amerasian

6.   The I6.   The I--551 Permanent 551 Permanent 
Resident Card Ms. Doe Resident Card Ms. Doe 
presented shows a birth date presented shows a birth date 
of 8/29/51.  What do you of 8/29/51.  What do you 
do?do?
a) Deny her casea) Deny her case
b) Approve her case and    b) Approve her case and    

request additional request additional 
verification on SAVE verification on SAVE 

c) Accuse her of fraudc) Accuse her of fraud
d) Leave her case pending     d) Leave her case pending     

and request additional and request additional 
verificationverification



Questions #7 & 8: SAVEQuestions #7 & 8: SAVE

Look at the SAVE screen Look at the SAVE screen 
shot used on the previous shot used on the previous 
page and your “Typical page and your “Typical 
Documents” handout.  Documents” handout.  

7.  What status do you enter this 7.  What status do you enter this 
person into CRISperson into CRIS--E as?E as?
a) REa) RE
b) GAb) GA
c) PRc) PR
d) SAd) SA

8.   When did Ms. Doe enter the 8.   When did Ms. Doe enter the 
U.S.?U.S.?
a) 8/26/51a) 8/26/51
b) 12/01/07b) 12/01/07
c) Unknown c) Unknown –– need to use   need to use   

Request Additional Request Additional 
Verification function to Verification function to 
ask USCIS for Entry ask USCIS for Entry 
DateDate



Answers: Questions #7 & 8: SAVEAnswers: Questions #7 & 8: SAVE

Look at the SAVE screen Look at the SAVE screen 
shot used on the previous shot used on the previous 
page and your “Typical page and your “Typical 
Documents” handout.  Documents” handout.  

7.  What status do you enter this 7.  What status do you enter this 
person into CRISperson into CRIS--E as?E as?
a) REa) RE
b) GAb) GA
c) PRc) PR
d) SAd) SA

8.   When did Ms. Doe enter the 8.   When did Ms. Doe enter the 
U.S.?U.S.?
a) 8/26/51a) 8/26/51
b) 12/01/07b) 12/01/07
c) Unknown c) Unknown –– need to use   need to use   

Request Additional Request Additional 
Verification function Verification function 
to ask USCIS for to ask USCIS for 
Entry Date  Entry Date  

(Presented an I(Presented an I--551 card, 551 card, 
and has a refugee and has a refugee 
classification code so we classification code so we 
know has been in U.S. at know has been in U.S. at 
least one year)least one year)



Benefit Eligibility RequirementsBenefit Eligibility Requirements

Refugees are eligible to the same extent as U.S. citizens, Refugees are eligible to the same extent as U.S. citizens, 
except for a limited time period.except for a limited time period.
Benefits refugees may qualify for (begins with the date Benefits refugees may qualify for (begins with the date 
of entry/date status granted):of entry/date status granted):

OWF OWF –– 5 years (36 month maximum)5 years (36 month maximum)
Medicaid Medicaid –– 7 years7 years
SSI SSI –– 7 years7 years
Food Stamps Food Stamps -- unlimitedunlimited
RCA RCA –– 8 months (only if does not qualify for OWF or SSI)8 months (only if does not qualify for OWF or SSI)
RMA RMA –– 8 months (only if does not qualify for any Medicaid)8 months (only if does not qualify for any Medicaid)
RSSP RSSP –– 5 years5 years



Benefit Eligibility RequirementsBenefit Eligibility Requirements

To continue to qualify for cash and medical assistance To continue to qualify for cash and medical assistance 
after eligibility periods have passed:after eligibility periods have passed:

Be a U.S. citizen, or Be a U.S. citizen, or 
Transferred to legal permanent resident and have 40 Transferred to legal permanent resident and have 40 
qualifying work quarters of coveragequalifying work quarters of coverage

Refugees who lawfully resided in the U.S. on or before Refugees who lawfully resided in the U.S. on or before 
August 22, 1996 are exempt from meeting citizenship August 22, 1996 are exempt from meeting citizenship 
requirements for all programs.requirements for all programs.
CDJFS is required to notify the RA when refugee CDJFS is required to notify the RA when refugee 
applies for, there is a change in, or is being terminated applies for, there is a change in, or is being terminated 
from benefits.from benefits.



Refugee Cash Assistance (RCA):  Refugee Cash Assistance (RCA):  
ADCQADCQ

Refugees are eligible for the first 8 months after arrival to U.Refugees are eligible for the first 8 months after arrival to U.S. S. 
only if not eligible for OWF or SSIonly if not eligible for OWF or SSI

Must meet income requirements as defined in OAC rule 5101:1Must meet income requirements as defined in OAC rule 5101:1--2323--2020
May receive RCA while awaiting SSI determinationMay receive RCA while awaiting SSI determination
Not eligible for cash assistance of any type if participating inNot eligible for cash assistance of any type if participating in Matching Matching 
Grant program through RAGrant program through RA
FullFull--time college students are not eligibletime college students are not eligible
Resources in country of origin do not countResources in country of origin do not count
Cannot receive if quit or refused employment, without good causeCannot receive if quit or refused employment, without good cause, in the , in the 
immediate 30 days prior to applying for benefitsimmediate 30 days prior to applying for benefits

Must participate in RSSP within 30 days as a condition of Must participate in RSSP within 30 days as a condition of 
receiving RCAreceiving RCA
Reapplication is required prior to the end of the 8Reapplication is required prior to the end of the 8--month month 
eligibility period to explore eligibility for other programs (51eligibility period to explore eligibility for other programs (5101:101:1--
22--40(D)(6))40(D)(6))



Question #9Question #9

A mother with two teenage children qualifies for A mother with two teenage children qualifies for 
OWF, but does not want to participate in OWF, but does not want to participate in 
employment activities and has asked to be on employment activities and has asked to be on 
RCA instead.  Can she do this?RCA instead.  Can she do this?



Answer: Question #9Answer: Question #9

No.  If the family qualifies for OWF, they No.  If the family qualifies for OWF, they 
cannot choose to receive RCA instead.  RCA cannot choose to receive RCA instead.  RCA 
(ADCQ) can only be authorized for people who (ADCQ) can only be authorized for people who 
do not qualify for any form of TANF/OWF or do not qualify for any form of TANF/OWF or 
SSI (usually single adults and childless couples).SSI (usually single adults and childless couples).



Refugee Medical Assistance (RMA): Refugee Medical Assistance (RMA): 
MA QMA Q

Refugees are eligible for RMA for the first 8 months after arrivRefugees are eligible for RMA for the first 8 months after arrival al 
to the U.S. and only if not eligible for any category of Medicaito the U.S. and only if not eligible for any category of Medicaid.d.

FullFull--time college students are not eligible, unless schooling is parttime college students are not eligible, unless schooling is part of the of the 
individual’s employability planindividual’s employability plan
Must meet income standards described in OAC Chapter 5101:1Must meet income standards described in OAC Chapter 5101:1--3939

Once found eligible for Medicaid or RMA, refugees are eligible Once found eligible for Medicaid or RMA, refugees are eligible 
for RMA (MA Q) for 8 months after date of arrival, even if the for RMA (MA Q) for 8 months after date of arrival, even if the 
refugee gets a job.refugee gets a job.

No reapplication neededNo reapplication needed
No new income determinationNo new income determination
Fiat to ensure benefits continueFiat to ensure benefits continue

CRISCRIS--E alerts 8E alerts 8--month eligibility period is endingmonth eligibility period is ending
PrePre--termination review required prior to the end                    termination review required prior to the end                    
of the 8of the 8--month time eligibility period to explore               month time eligibility period to explore               
eligibility for other programs [5101:1eligibility for other programs [5101:1--22--40.1(D)(5)]40.1(D)(5)]



Refugee Social Services Refugee Social Services 
Program (RSSP)Program (RSSP)

RSSP is the third component of the Refugee RSSP is the third component of the Refugee 
Resettlement Program.   The goal of the Resettlement Program.   The goal of the 
program is to help refugees establish selfprogram is to help refugees establish self--
support and provide employment opportunities.support and provide employment opportunities.
All refugees are eligible for RSSP, either as a All refugees are eligible for RSSP, either as a 
mandatory participant or a voluntary participant. mandatory participant or a voluntary participant. 
Rules for RSSP are in the Cash Assistance Rules for RSSP are in the Cash Assistance 
Manual, Chapter 4000, Special Programs; Rule Manual, Chapter 4000, Special Programs; Rule 
5101:15101:1--22--40 through 5101:140 through 5101:1--22--40.540.5



RSSP: General Eligibility RSSP: General Eligibility 
RequirementsRequirements

There are no income or resource limits There are no income or resource limits 
Refugees receiving ADCQ or MA Q are Refugees receiving ADCQ or MA Q are 
automatically eligibleautomatically eligible
Employable refugeesEmployable refugees mustmust participate if they are participate if they are 
receiving ADCQ [see rule 5101:1receiving ADCQ [see rule 5101:1--22--40(I) for 40(I) for 
exceptions]exceptions]
Eligible for up to 5 years from the date of arrivalEligible for up to 5 years from the date of arrival
Refugees cannot have quit or refused, without Refugees cannot have quit or refused, without 
good cause, a valid employment offer in the 30 good cause, a valid employment offer in the 30 
days prior to applying for benefitsdays prior to applying for benefits



RSSP:  Priority Order, Mandatory RSSP:  Priority Order, Mandatory 
and Voluntary Participationand Voluntary Participation

RSSP must be provided to refugees in the RSSP must be provided to refugees in the 
following order of priority:following order of priority:

1.1. All newly arriving refugees during their first year in All newly arriving refugees during their first year in 
the U.S. who apply for services.  MANDATORYthe U.S. who apply for services.  MANDATORY

2.2. Refugees receiving cash assistance.  Refugees receiving cash assistance.  
MANDATORYMANDATORY

3.3. Unemployed refugees who are not receiving cash Unemployed refugees who are not receiving cash 
assistance.  VOLUNTARYassistance.  VOLUNTARY

4.4. Employed refugees in need of services to retain Employed refugees in need of services to retain 
employment or to attain economic independence.  employment or to attain economic independence.  
VOLUNTARYVOLUNTARY



RSSP: Exemptions to RSSP: Exemptions to 
Mandatory ParticipationMandatory Participation

A Refugee is considered employable unless the A Refugee is considered employable unless the 
refugee meets one of these exemptions:refugee meets one of these exemptions:

Under the age of 18Under the age of 18
Under the age of 19 and a fullUnder the age of 19 and a full--time student in a time student in a 
secondary school or equivalent level of vocational or secondary school or equivalent level of vocational or 
technical trainingtechnical training
65 years or older65 years or older
Is pregnant and the pregnancy is medically verified Is pregnant and the pregnancy is medically verified 
that the child will be born in the month that that the child will be born in the month that 
registration would be required or within the next 6 registration would be required or within the next 6 
monthsmonths



Question #10Question #10

A refugee applied for and was found eligible for A refugee applied for and was found eligible for 
RCA in February 2008.  She entered the U.S. on RCA in February 2008.  She entered the U.S. on 
January 25, 2008.  Is she a mandatory or a January 25, 2008.  Is she a mandatory or a 
voluntary participant in Refugee Social Services?voluntary participant in Refugee Social Services?



Answer: Question #10Answer: Question #10

She is a mandatory participant because she has She is a mandatory participant because she has 
been in the U.S. less than one year and she is been in the U.S. less than one year and she is 
receiving cash assistance. receiving cash assistance. 



RSSP: SelfRSSP: Self--Sufficiency and Sufficiency and 
Employability PlansEmployability Plans

SelfSelf--sufficiency plansufficiency plan ––addresses the employmentaddresses the employment--
related service needs of the employable members in a related service needs of the employable members in a 
refugee assistance group (AG) for the purpose of refugee assistance group (AG) for the purpose of 
enabling the refugee AG to become selfenabling the refugee AG to become self--supporting supporting 
through the employment of one or more AG members. through the employment of one or more AG members. 
Employability planEmployability plan –– an individualized written plan an individualized written plan 
for a refugee registered for employment services that for a refugee registered for employment services that 
sets forth a program of services intended to result in sets forth a program of services intended to result in 
the earliest possible employment of the refugee [see the earliest possible employment of the refugee [see 
5101:15101:1--22--40.4(B) for minimum elements of plan].40.4(B) for minimum elements of plan].



RSSP: Registration for EmploymentRSSP: Registration for Employment

As a condition of receiving Refugee Cash As a condition of receiving Refugee Cash 
Assistance (ADCQ) a refugee must:Assistance (ADCQ) a refugee must:

Register with an appropriate agency providing Register with an appropriate agency providing 
employment services employment services 
Go to job interviewsGo to job interviews
Accept at any time, from any source, a job offer as Accept at any time, from any source, a job offer as 
determined appropriate by the CDJFS or its designeedetermined appropriate by the CDJFS or its designee
Participate in any employment or targeted assistance Participate in any employment or targeted assistance 
services as assigned by the CDJFS or providerservices as assigned by the CDJFS or provider



Targeted Assistance GrantsTargeted Assistance Grants

Besides RSSP, Franklin County receives a Targeted Besides RSSP, Franklin County receives a Targeted 
Assistance Grant (TAG) given to counties with large Assistance Grant (TAG) given to counties with large 
refugee populations, high concentrations of refugees refugee populations, high concentrations of refugees 
and where there is a high rate of use of public and where there is a high rate of use of public 
assistance.  assistance.  
TAG is given to provide direct services intended to TAG is given to provide direct services intended to 
result in economic selfresult in economic self--sufficiency and reduced welfare sufficiency and reduced welfare 
dependency of refugees through job placement.dependency of refugees through job placement.
Cannot be used to provide services to refugees who Cannot be used to provide services to refugees who 
have been in the U.S. for more than five years.have been in the U.S. for more than five years.



TAG Priority OrderTAG Priority Order

The priority order for TAG is:The priority order for TAG is:
1.1. Cash assistance recipients, especially longCash assistance recipients, especially long--term term 

recipients.recipients.
2.2. Unemployed refugees who are not receiving cash Unemployed refugees who are not receiving cash 

assistance.assistance.
3.3. Employed refugees in need of services to retain Employed refugees in need of services to retain 

employment or to attain economic independence.employment or to attain economic independence.



TAG:  SelfTAG:  Self--Sufficiency and Sufficiency and 
Employability PlansEmployability Plans

The TAG family selfThe TAG family self--sufficiency/individual sufficiency/individual 
employability plan must include:employability plan must include:

A determination of the income level a family would have to A determination of the income level a family would have to 
earn to exceed its cash grant and move into selfearn to exceed its cash grant and move into self--support support 
without suffering a monetary penalty.without suffering a monetary penalty.
A strategy and timetable for obtaining that level of family A strategy and timetable for obtaining that level of family 
income through placement in employment of sufficient income through placement in employment of sufficient 
numbers of employable family members at sufficient wage numbers of employable family members at sufficient wage 
levels.levels.
Employability plans for every employable member of the Employability plans for every employable member of the 
family.family.
A plan to address the family’s social services needs that may A plan to address the family’s social services needs that may 
be barriers to selfbe barriers to self--sufficiency.sufficiency.



TAG Plan, cont.TAG Plan, cont.

If the refugee is receiving RSSP and TAG only one plan If the refugee is receiving RSSP and TAG only one plan 
needs to be developed that incorporates both TAG and needs to be developed that incorporates both TAG and 
RSSP.RSSP.
Women should be given the same opportunities as men Women should be given the same opportunities as men 
to participate in TAG.to participate in TAG.
TAG should be provided in a manner that is culturally TAG should be provided in a manner that is culturally 
and linguistically compatible with the refugee’s language and linguistically compatible with the refugee’s language 
and cultural background, to the maximum extent and cultural background, to the maximum extent 
possible.possible.



TAG ServicesTAG Services
Services funded with TAG must be refugeeServices funded with TAG must be refugee--specific specific 
services that are designed to specifically meet refugee services that are designed to specifically meet refugee 
needs and are in keeping with the rules and objectives needs and are in keeping with the rules and objectives 
of the refugee program.of the refugee program.

ShortShort--term vocational or skills training, onterm vocational or skills training, on--thethe--job training or job training or 
English language training (ELT) does not have to be refugee English language training (ELT) does not have to be refugee 
specific.specific.

Refugees cannot be in TAG more than one year, but Refugees cannot be in TAG more than one year, but 
once employed they can receive TAG to retain their job once employed they can receive TAG to retain their job 
or get a better one.or get a better one.
TAG cannot be used for longTAG cannot be used for long--term training programs term training programs 
or vocational training that lasts more than a year or for or vocational training that lasts more than a year or for 
educational programs that are not intended to lead to educational programs that are not intended to lead to 
employment within a year.employment within a year.



RSSP: Allowed ServicesRSSP: Allowed Services

Services that may be funded with RSSP Services that may be funded with RSSP 
fall into one of four categories (in the fall into one of four categories (in the 
following order and as funding allows):following order and as funding allows):

1.1. Employment Services Employment Services 
2.2. Employability Services Employability Services 
3.3. Other ServicesOther Services
4.4. Services beyond the 5Services beyond the 5--year eligibility periodyear eligibility period



RSSP: Employment ServicesRSSP: Employment Services
Direct services provided in accordance with Direct services provided in accordance with 
employability plans to enable an individual to employability plans to enable an individual to 
obtain employment:obtain employment:

Development of family selfDevelopment of family self--sufficiency plansufficiency plan
Development of individual employability planDevelopment of individual employability plan
WorldWorld--ofof--work and job orientationwork and job orientation
Job clubs and job workshopsJob clubs and job workshops
Job development Job development 
Referral to job opportunitiesReferral to job opportunities
Job search Job search 
Job placement and followJob placement and follow--up up 



RSSP: SelfRSSP: Self--Sufficiency PlanSufficiency Plan

SelfSelf--Sufficiency PlanSufficiency Plan ––addresses the addresses the 
employmentemployment--related service needs of the related service needs of the 
employable members in a refugee assistance employable members in a refugee assistance 
group (AG) for the purpose of enabling the group (AG) for the purpose of enabling the 
refugee AG to become selfrefugee AG to become self--supporting through supporting through 
the employment of one or more AG members.the employment of one or more AG members.
The selfThe self--sufficiency plan must be done for all sufficiency plan must be done for all 
Assistance Groups, regardless of  program Assistance Groups, regardless of  program 
eligibility, i.e., OWF or RCA.eligibility, i.e., OWF or RCA.



RSSP: Employability PlanRSSP: Employability Plan

Employability PlanEmployability Plan –– an individualized written an individualized written 
plan for a refugee registered for employment plan for a refugee registered for employment 
services that sets forth a program of services services that sets forth a program of services 
intended to result in the earliest possible intended to result in the earliest possible 
employment of the refugee [see 5101:1employment of the refugee [see 5101:1--22--
40.4(B) for minimum elements of plan].40.4(B) for minimum elements of plan].
The employability plan is a mutual agreement The employability plan is a mutual agreement 
between the refugee and the CDJFS and is the between the refugee and the CDJFS and is the 
primary document of accountability for the primary document of accountability for the 
refugee’s participation in RSSP.refugee’s participation in RSSP.



RSSP: Contents of the RSSP: Contents of the 
Employability PlanEmployability Plan

The employability plan must be developed for each The employability plan must be developed for each 
employable refugee receiving RSSP.employable refugee receiving RSSP.
The plan must be designed to lead to the earliest The plan must be designed to lead to the earliest 
possible employment  and not be structured in a way to possible employment  and not be structured in a way to 
discourage or delay looking for employment or discourage or delay looking for employment or 
accepting job offers.accepting job offers.
The plan must contain a definite goal, attainable is the The plan must contain a definite goal, attainable is the 
shortest time period consistent with the employability shortest time period consistent with the employability 
of the refugee in relation to job openings in the area.of the refugee in relation to job openings in the area.



RSSP:  Job SearchRSSP:  Job Search

Job search activities must be included in the employability Job search activities must be included in the employability 
plan, unless a good cause reason exists.plan, unless a good cause reason exists.
The refugee must attend job interviews arranged by the The refugee must attend job interviews arranged by the 
CDJFS.CDJFS.
The refugee must have a minimum of one assisted job The refugee must have a minimum of one assisted job 
interview a week.interview a week.
The refugee must accept at any time an offer of The refugee must accept at any time an offer of 
employment determined to be appropriate by the CDJFS.employment determined to be appropriate by the CDJFS.
The refugee must enter the job phase no later than 4 The refugee must enter the job phase no later than 4 
months after entry to the U.S. or within 30 days of the months after entry to the U.S. or within 30 days of the 
approval of RCA if the refugee has been in the U.S. more approval of RCA if the refugee has been in the U.S. more 
than three months at the time of eligibility determination.than three months at the time of eligibility determination.



RSSP: Employability ServicesRSSP: Employability Services
Services designed to enable an individual to obtain employment Services designed to enable an individual to obtain employment 
and to improve the employability or work skills of the individuaand to improve the employability or work skills of the individual l 

Employability assessment services, aptitude and skills testingEmployability assessment services, aptitude and skills testing
OnOn--thethe--job trainingjob training
English language instructionEnglish language instruction
Vocational training (including driver education and training)*Vocational training (including driver education and training)*
Skills recertificationSkills recertification
Child care*Child care*
Transportation*Transportation*
Translation and interpreter services*Translation and interpreter services*
Case Management Case Management 
Assistance in obtaining Employment Authorization DocumentsAssistance in obtaining Employment Authorization Documents

*When necessary for participation in an employability plan or fo*When necessary for participation in an employability plan or for r 
the acceptance or retention of employmentthe acceptance or retention of employment



RSSP: English Language TrainingRSSP: English Language Training

English language instruction and vocational English language instruction and vocational 
training should be provided outside of normal training should be provided outside of normal 
working hours.working hours.
English language instruction should be provided English language instruction should be provided 
concurrent with other employmentconcurrent with other employment--related related 
services.services.
English language training (ELT) cannot interfere English language training (ELT) cannot interfere 
with a job offer.with a job offer.



RSSP:  English Language TestingRSSP:  English Language Testing

Employability Plans should include English language Employability Plans should include English language 
testing to determine whether or not the refugee is able testing to determine whether or not the refugee is able 
to benefit from an available ELT program.to benefit from an available ELT program.
Refugees who test at a level above the available level of Refugees who test at a level above the available level of 
English language instruction are exempt from further English language instruction are exempt from further 
participation.participation.
Refugees who test at a level below the available English Refugees who test at a level below the available English 
language instruction shall participate in ELT.  In order language instruction shall participate in ELT.  In order 
to maintain satisfactory attendance, they must attend at to maintain satisfactory attendance, they must attend at 
least 70% of their classes for two consecutive months least 70% of their classes for two consecutive months 
(without a written medical documentation of illness).(without a written medical documentation of illness).



RSSP: Other ServicesRSSP: Other Services
Intended to help the refugee maintain Intended to help the refugee maintain 
employment and selfemployment and self--sufficiency:sufficiency:

Information and referralInformation and referral
OutreachOutreach
Social adjustment servicesSocial adjustment services
Day careDay care
TransportationTransportation
Translation and interpreter servicesTranslation and interpreter services
Case managementCase management
Any service aimed at strengthening the ability of the Any service aimed at strengthening the ability of the 
refugee to maintain selfrefugee to maintain self--sufficiencysufficiency



RSSP: Services Beyond the RSSP: Services Beyond the 
Five Year LimitationFive Year Limitation

Beyond the five year limitation, refugees can receive Beyond the five year limitation, refugees can receive 
help with referral and interpreter services and help with referral and interpreter services and 
citizenship and naturalization preparation services, citizenship and naturalization preparation services, 
including:including:

English language training and civics instruction to prepare the English language training and civics instruction to prepare the 
refugee for citizenshiprefugee for citizenship
Application assistance for adjustment to legal permanent Application assistance for adjustment to legal permanent 
resident and citizenship statusresident and citizenship status
Assistance to disabled refugees in obtaining disability waivers Assistance to disabled refugees in obtaining disability waivers 
for English and civics requirements for naturalizationfor English and civics requirements for naturalization
Interpreter services for the citizenship interviewInterpreter services for the citizenship interview



RSSP: SanctionsRSSP: Sanctions

When an employable, mandatory recipient of refugee When an employable, mandatory recipient of refugee 
cash assistance refuses employment or quits a job cash assistance refuses employment or quits a job 
without good cause, the individual can be sanctioned.without good cause, the individual can be sanctioned.

The sanction period for the first failure is loss of cash The sanction period for the first failure is loss of cash 
assistance for up to 3 months and up to 6 months (or end of assistance for up to 3 months and up to 6 months (or end of 
the 8 month eligibility period) for the second failure.the 8 month eligibility period) for the second failure.
The refugee and the RA must be notified of reasons for The refugee and the RA must be notified of reasons for 
sanctions/termination of benefits at least 10 days prior to the sanctions/termination of benefits at least 10 days prior to the 
effective date of the action.effective date of the action.

For voluntary participants, failure to participate can For voluntary participants, failure to participate can 
result in being deregistered for 3 months.result in being deregistered for 3 months.



Question #11Question #11

11. A single adult refugee male moves here from 11. A single adult refugee male moves here from 
Minnesota to join relatives who are already receiving Minnesota to join relatives who are already receiving 
benefits.  The adult arrived in the United States on benefits.  The adult arrived in the United States on 
October 30, 2007.  He has no job and speaks little October 30, 2007.  He has no job and speaks little 
English.  What is he potentially eligible for (assuming English.  What is he potentially eligible for (assuming 
he applies June 2, 2008)? he applies June 2, 2008)? 

a)a) OWFOWF
b)b) RCA, RMA, RSSP and FSRCA, RMA, RSSP and FS
c)c) RSSP and FSRSSP and FS
d)d) OWF, Medicaid and FSOWF, Medicaid and FS



Answer: Question #11Answer: Question #11

11. A single adult refugee male moves here from 11. A single adult refugee male moves here from 
Minnesota to join relatives who are already receiving Minnesota to join relatives who are already receiving 
benefits.  The adult arrived in the United States on benefits.  The adult arrived in the United States on 
October 30, 2007.  He has no job and speaks little October 30, 2007.  He has no job and speaks little 
English.  What is he potentially eligible for (assuming English.  What is he potentially eligible for (assuming 
he applies today)? he applies today)? 

a)a) OWFOWF
b)b) RCA, RMA, RSSP and FSRCA, RMA, RSSP and FS
c)c) RSSP and FS (last month of eligibility for RCA and RSSP and FS (last month of eligibility for RCA and 

RMA was May, 2008)RMA was May, 2008)
d)d) OWF, Medicaid and FSOWF, Medicaid and FS



Question #12Question #12

12. A mother and two minor children were granted 12. A mother and two minor children were granted 
asylum status on December 12, 2007.  They applied asylum status on December 12, 2007.  They applied 
for and were approved for OWF, Food Stamps and for and were approved for OWF, Food Stamps and 
Medicaid on April 21, 2008.  The mother got a job Medicaid on April 21, 2008.  The mother got a job 
and is now over income for OWF and Medicaid.  and is now over income for OWF and Medicaid.  
What program(s) would the family qualify for (applied What program(s) would the family qualify for (applied 
June 2, 2008)?June 2, 2008)?

a)a) FS and MedicaidFS and Medicaid
b)b) Medicaid, RSSP and FSMedicaid, RSSP and FS
c)c) RCA, RMA and FSRCA, RMA and FS
d)d) RMA, RSSP and FSRMA, RSSP and FS



Answer: Question #12Answer: Question #12

12. A mother and two minor children were granted 12. A mother and two minor children were granted 
asylum status on December 12, 2007.  They applied asylum status on December 12, 2007.  They applied 
for and were approved for OWF, Food Stamps and for and were approved for OWF, Food Stamps and 
Medicaid on April 21, 2008.  The mother got a job Medicaid on April 21, 2008.  The mother got a job 
and is now over income for OWF and Medicaid.  and is now over income for OWF and Medicaid.  
What program(s) would the family qualify for?What program(s) would the family qualify for?

a)a) FS and MedicaidFS and Medicaid
b)b) Medicaid, RSSP and FSMedicaid, RSSP and FS
c)c) RCA, RMA and FSRCA, RMA and FS
d)d) RMA, RSSP and FS [switch to RMA for remainder of RMA, RSSP and FS [switch to RMA for remainder of 

88--month eligibility period (until July 31, 2008)]month eligibility period (until July 31, 2008)]



RefugeeRefugee--Related FormsRelated Forms

JFS 01457 “Application JFS 01457 “Application 
for Refugee Social for Refugee Social 
Services Only” Services Only” 

Use when not applying for Use when not applying for 
cash, food stamp, or cash, food stamp, or 
medical assistance or at the medical assistance or at the 
1212--month reapplicationmonth reapplication
Keep in county case file; Keep in county case file; 
copy should be sent/faxed copy should be sent/faxed 
to ODJFS, Refugee to ODJFS, Refugee 
Services SectionServices Section



RefugeeRefugee--Related Forms cont.Related Forms cont.

JFS 01459 “Refugee JFS 01459 “Refugee 
Services Secondary Services Secondary 
Migrant and Asylee Migrant and Asylee 
Report”Report”

Complete and send to Complete and send to 
ODJFS when identify a ODJFS when identify a 
secondary migrant or secondary migrant or 
asylee who is not on asylee who is not on 
CRISCRIS--E or does not have E or does not have 
a social security numbera social security number



RefugeeRefugee--Related Forms cont.Related Forms cont.

JFS 07349 “Refugee JFS 07349 “Refugee 
Employment Registration & Case Employment Registration & Case 
Management Referral”Management Referral”

Complete for all voluntary and Complete for all voluntary and 
mandatory RCA group membersmandatory RCA group members
Use as a communication tool Use as a communication tool 
between the CDJFS worker handling between the CDJFS worker handling 
the cash, medical or food stamp the cash, medical or food stamp 
case, the RSSP case manager, and case, the RSSP case manager, and 
the providerthe provider
Useful as a case flow sheet to Useful as a case flow sheet to 
receive, coordinate, and transmit receive, coordinate, and transmit 
information regarding changes in a information regarding changes in a 
refugee’s receipt of benefits refugee’s receipt of benefits 
provided by the CDJFS, provided by the CDJFS, 
participation in services, job search, participation in services, job search, 
and employment placementand employment placement



RSSP SummaryRSSP Summary

Refugees must participate if receiving RCA (see Refugees must participate if receiving RCA (see 
rule 5101:1rule 5101:1--22--40(I) for exceptions)40(I) for exceptions)
May voluntarily participate May voluntarily participate –– apply using JFS apply using JFS 
0145701457
Must document refugee statusMust document refugee status
No income or resource limitsNo income or resource limits
County tracks participation using the JFS 07349County tracks participation using the JFS 07349
Employment referral must be made within 30 Employment referral must be made within 30 
days of receipt of cash benefits 5101:1days of receipt of cash benefits 5101:1--22--
40(E)(4)40(E)(4)



RSSP Summary cont.RSSP Summary cont.

If RA or other contracted employment If RA or other contracted employment 
agency does employability plan, it can agency does employability plan, it can 
be adopted by the CDJFS if it meets be adopted by the CDJFS if it meets 
the requirements in rule 5101:1the requirements in rule 5101:1--22--40.440.4
The RA (and/or contracted The RA (and/or contracted 
employment agency) must notify the employment agency) must notify the 
CDJFS if a refugee refuses to CDJFS if a refugee refuses to 
cooperate with plans so that sanctions cooperate with plans so that sanctions 
or termination of benefits may be or termination of benefits may be 
imposed        imposed        
The CDJFS must redetermine RSSP The CDJFS must redetermine RSSP 
eligibility at least once every 12 monthseligibility at least once every 12 months



Question #13Question #13

13.  A father, Ahmed, and his two children, Martha (age 13.  A father, Ahmed, and his two children, Martha (age 
18 and enrolled in high school full18 and enrolled in high school full--time) and George time) and George 
(age 21), were granted asylum status on March 25, (age 21), were granted asylum status on March 25, 
2008.  They applied for and were approved for RCA 2008.  They applied for and were approved for RCA 
(ADCQ) on April 21, 2008.  Which members of the (ADCQ) on April 21, 2008.  Which members of the 
family are required to participate in RSSP?family are required to participate in RSSP?

a)a) Ahmed and GeorgeAhmed and George
b)b) AhmedAhmed
c)c) Ahmed and MarthaAhmed and Martha
d)d) All members of familyAll members of family



Answer: Question #13Answer: Question #13

13.  A father, Ahmed, and his two children, Martha (age 13.  A father, Ahmed, and his two children, Martha (age 
18 and enrolled in high school full18 and enrolled in high school full--time) and George time) and George 
(age 21), were granted asylum status on March 25, (age 21), were granted asylum status on March 25, 
2008.  They applied for and were approved for RCA 2008.  They applied for and were approved for RCA 
(ADCQ) on April 21, 2008.  Which members of the (ADCQ) on April 21, 2008.  Which members of the 
family are required to participate in RSSP?family are required to participate in RSSP?

a)a) Ahmed and George (Martha is exempt due to age and Ahmed and George (Martha is exempt due to age and 
school)school)

b)b) AhmedAhmed
c)c) Ahmed and MarthaAhmed and Martha
d)d) All three members of this family All three members of this family 



Question #14Question #14
14. Ahmed and George (ADCQ recipients) have 14. Ahmed and George (ADCQ recipients) have 

been referred from the South OC for an been referred from the South OC for an 
assessment and completion of the assessment and completion of the 
employability plan and selfemployability plan and self--sufficiency sufficiency 
contract.  They asked to participate in English contract.  They asked to participate in English 
Language Training.  Is this allowed?Language Training.  Is this allowed?

a)a) No, they can only participate in job search servicesNo, they can only participate in job search services
b)b) Yes, this is their RSSP assignmentYes, this is their RSSP assignment
c)c) Yes, they may participate in ELT while Yes, they may participate in ELT while 

participating in employment servicesparticipating in employment services



Answer: Question #14Answer: Question #14
14. Ahmed and George (ADCQ recipients) have 14. Ahmed and George (ADCQ recipients) have 

been referred from the South OC for an been referred from the South OC for an 
assessment and completion of the assessment and completion of the 
employability plan and selfemployability plan and self--sufficiency sufficiency 
contract.  They asked to participate in English contract.  They asked to participate in English 
Language Training.  Is this allowed?Language Training.  Is this allowed?

a)a) No, they can only participate in job search servicesNo, they can only participate in job search services
b)b) Yes, this is their RSSP assignmentYes, this is their RSSP assignment
c)c) Yes, they may participate in ELT while Yes, they may participate in ELT while 

receiving and participating in employment receiving and participating in employment 
services services –– MUST ASSIGN BOTH, NOT MUST ASSIGN BOTH, NOT 
ONLY ELTONLY ELT



Question #15Question #15

15. A refugee arrived to the U.S. on October 12, 15. A refugee arrived to the U.S. on October 12, 
2007.  His ADCQ benefits were terminated 2007.  His ADCQ benefits were terminated 
April 30, 2008 because he got a job and was April 30, 2008 because he got a job and was 
over income for ADCQ.  He was laid off and over income for ADCQ.  He was laid off and 
is no longer working.  He would like assistance is no longer working.  He would like assistance 
finding a new job and to improve his English finding a new job and to improve his English 
language.  Can he receive any services?language.  Can he receive any services?



Answer: Question #15Answer: Question #15

15. Yes.  The refugee is within the 5 year time limit 15. Yes.  The refugee is within the 5 year time limit 
to receive RSSP and/or TAG services, and is to receive RSSP and/or TAG services, and is 
still within the 1 year priority window for still within the 1 year priority window for 
RSSP.  He is still a mandatory recipient.  He RSSP.  He is still a mandatory recipient.  He 
can apply for RSSP only using the JFS 01457.  can apply for RSSP only using the JFS 01457.  
A new assessment, selfA new assessment, self--sufficiency contract sufficiency contract 
and employability plan should be completed.  and employability plan should be completed.  
The refugee can be referred to ELT if testing The refugee can be referred to ELT if testing 
indicates he would benefit from such training indicates he would benefit from such training 
and he must also receive Employment and he must also receive Employment 
Services.Services.



Question #15Question #15

15. A refugee who is receiving ADCQ, MA Q and 15. A refugee who is receiving ADCQ, MA Q and 
Food Stamps has been voluntarily participating Food Stamps has been voluntarily participating 
in RSSP for the past five months.  You receive in RSSP for the past five months.  You receive 
word from your contracted provider that the word from your contracted provider that the 
refugee refused a valid job offer.  What action refugee refused a valid job offer.  What action 
do you take on this case?do you take on this case?



Answer: Question #15Answer: Question #15

15. Pursue whether good cause exists.  If there is 15. Pursue whether good cause exists.  If there is 
no good cause, deregister the refugee from the no good cause, deregister the refugee from the 
RSSP program for three months.RSSP program for three months.

Do not sanction this refugee because the Do not sanction this refugee because the 
person is a voluntary participant.person is a voluntary participant.



Refugee Case Refugee Case 
Processing in CRISProcessing in CRIS--EE



CRISCRIS--E Processing: TablesE Processing: Tables

Country of origin is needed for Country of origin is needed for 
Federal reportingFederal reporting

Country Codes Country Codes 
TableTable

TCOUTCOU

Document language refugee speaks Document language refugee speaks 
most fluently most fluently –– used to schedule used to schedule 
interpreters, determine languages interpreters, determine languages 
for document translations and is for document translations and is 
used on important noticesused on important notices

Primary Language Primary Language 
IndicatorIndicator

TPLITPLI

Accurately document what type of Accurately document what type of 
verification was presented as proof verification was presented as proof 
of statusof status

Verification CodesVerification CodesTVRFTVRF

Critical to use the correct alien Critical to use the correct alien 
status code to explore eligibility for status code to explore eligibility for 
appropriate benefitsappropriate benefits

Alien Status Alien Status 
CodesCodes

TCTZTCTZ
Why ImportantWhy ImportantTable NameTable NameTable CodeTable Code



CRISCRIS--E Entry: Refugee ChecklistE Entry: Refugee Checklist

Walks CW through Walks CW through 
processing a refugee caseprocessing a refugee case
ODJFS recommends ODJFS recommends 
using one in each using one in each 
refugee case filerefugee case file



CRISCRIS--E Screen:  ARADE Screen:  ARAD

Use the refugee’s Use the refugee’s 
home address as home address as 
mailing address, mailing address, 
unless requested unless requested 
otherwiseotherwise



CRIS-E Screen: ARIR



CRIS-E Screen: AEISD



CRIS-E Screen: AEIIA



CRISCRIS--E Screen AEICZ: E Screen AEICZ: 
Alien Status CodesAlien Status Codes

Use codes explained on “Typical Documents Used to Use codes explained on “Typical Documents Used to 
Verify Refugee Status” to complete this field.Verify Refugee Status” to complete this field.

“RE” “RE” -- Admitted as a Refugee.Admitted as a Refugee.
“GA” “GA” -- Granted Asylum (asylees).Granted Asylum (asylees).
“CH” “CH” -- Cuban/Haitian Entrant. Cuban/Haitian Entrant. 
“SA” “SA” -- Adjusted to Permanent Resident Alien.  Use this for Adjusted to Permanent Resident Alien.  Use this for 
people who have previously held a refugee, asylee, or people who have previously held a refugee, asylee, or 
Cuban/Haitian entrant status.  Cuban/Haitian entrant status.  
There currently is not a CRISThere currently is not a CRIS--E code for victims of E code for victims of 
trafficking or Amerasians.  Until one is developed, use the trafficking or Amerasians.  Until one is developed, use the 
“GA” code to document these two classes of refugees.  “GA” code to document these two classes of refugees.  



Date refugee 
entered the 
U.S.

Consistent with COA 
status listed on SAVE, 
I-94 or letter 
documenting a valid 
refugee status.  Use 
“Typical Documents”
desk aid to determine 
appropriate code if a 
refugee classification

8 or 9 digit Alien 
number from 
back of the I-94.  
Begins with “A”; 
use to verify 
status on SAVE.

Date on 
documentation 
of refugee 
status  (usually 
same as entry 
date).

No 40 quarter 
requirement for 
5 (OWF) -7 
(Medicaid)  
years after 
refugee arrives.

CRIS-E Screen: AEICZ

012345678 
012345677 
012345679



Question #16Question #16

16. A person from Somalia presents an I16. A person from Somalia presents an I--94 card 94 card 
with a notation AS2.  What is this person’s alien with a notation AS2.  What is this person’s alien 
status code on CRISstatus code on CRIS--E screen AEICZ?E screen AEICZ?
a) REa) RE
b) AAb) AA
c) GAc) GA
d) SAd) SA



Answer: Question #16Answer: Question #16

16. A person from Somalia presents an I16. A person from Somalia presents an I--94 card 94 card 
with a notation AS2.  What is this person’s alien with a notation AS2.  What is this person’s alien 
status code on CRISstatus code on CRIS--E screen AEICZ?E screen AEICZ?
a) REa) RE
b) AAb) AA
c) GAc) GA

d) SAd) SA



Question #17Question #17

17.  A person from Burundi presents an I17.  A person from Burundi presents an I--551 card 551 card 
with a notation RE8.  How is this person coded with a notation RE8.  How is this person coded 
on CRISon CRIS--E?E?
a) CHa) CH
b) GAb) GA
c) PRc) PR
d) SAd) SA



Answer: Question #17Answer: Question #17

17.  A person from Burundi presents an I17.  A person from Burundi presents an I--551 card 551 card 
with a notation RE8.  How is this person coded with a notation RE8.  How is this person coded 
on CRISon CRIS--E?E?
a) CHa) CH
b) GAb) GA
c) PRc) PR
d) SA (came in as a refugee classification d) SA (came in as a refugee classification 
and has adjusted to permanent resident and has adjusted to permanent resident 
status)status)



Question #18Question #18

18. A person from Somalia presents an I18. A person from Somalia presents an I--551 card 551 card 
with a notation DV3.  The alien number is with a notation DV3.  The alien number is 
verified on SAVE and the COA code is verified on SAVE and the COA code is 
consistent with the Iconsistent with the I--551.  How is this person 551.  How is this person 
coded on CRIScoded on CRIS--E?E?
a) REa) RE
b) AAb) AA
c) PRc) PR
d) SAd) SA



Answer: Question #18Answer: Question #18

18. A person from Somalia presents an I18. A person from Somalia presents an I--551 card with a 551 card with a 
notation DV3.  The alien number is verified on SAVE notation DV3.  The alien number is verified on SAVE 
and the COA code is consistent with the Iand the COA code is consistent with the I--551.  How is 551.  How is 
this person coded on CRISthis person coded on CRIS--E?E?
a) REa) RE
b) AAb) AA
c) PR  (DV3 is not a refugee status code and the c) PR  (DV3 is not a refugee status code and the 
person presented a Permanent Resident Card.  person presented a Permanent Resident Card.  
Forty qualifying quarters are required for this Forty qualifying quarters are required for this 
person to be eligible for benefits.)person to be eligible for benefits.)
d) SAd) SA



CRISCRIS--E Screen: AEFPYE Screen: AEFPY

Refugees often come to the county appointment with a Refugees often come to the county appointment with a 
resettlement agency caseworker.  This person (if resettlement agency caseworker.  This person (if 
permission is granted) should be coded as an permission is granted) should be coded as an 
“authorized representative,” not a “payee”.“authorized representative,” not a “payee”.
Select “Y” in “AUTH REP” field to go CRISSelect “Y” in “AUTH REP” field to go CRIS--E screen E screen 
AEFAR to enter this information.AEFAR to enter this information.
ODJFS recommends listing the RA caseworker as ODJFS recommends listing the RA caseworker as 
authorized representative on CRISauthorized representative on CRIS--E screen AEFAR to E screen AEFAR to 
meet requirements to notify RA of application for or meet requirements to notify RA of application for or 
change/termination in benefits.change/termination in benefits.



CRISCRIS--E Screen:  AEFPYE Screen:  AEFPY



CRISCRIS--E Screen: AEFIQE Screen: AEFIQ

Put “N” in “Other Sources” for R&P money Put “N” in “Other Sources” for R&P money 
given to refugees for their first month.  Note it given to refugees for their first month.  Note it 
on CLRC only.on CLRC only.
Put “Y” in “Other Sources” for refugees Put “Y” in “Other Sources” for refugees 
receiving match grant money to trigger AEFMI.receiving match grant money to trigger AEFMI.



CRISCRIS--E Screen: AEFIQE Screen: AEFIQ



CRISCRIS--E Screen: AEOIEE Screen: AEOIE

Put “Y” in “SSC” if case is ADCR, ADCU or Put “Y” in “SSC” if case is ADCR, ADCU or 
ADCQ and use the application date as the SSC ADCQ and use the application date as the SSC 
date.date.
May use “P” for pending if waiting SSC May use “P” for pending if waiting SSC 
completion by another entity.completion by another entity.

Must be completed within 30 daysMust be completed within 30 days



CRISCRIS--E Screen: AEOIEE Screen: AEOIE



CRISCRIS--E Screen: AEIWPE Screen: AEIWP



Question #19Question #19

19. A person with an I19. A person with an I--94 card has just been 94 card has just been 
granted asylum status.   He entered the United granted asylum status.   He entered the United 
States on May 5, 2006 and was approved for States on May 5, 2006 and was approved for 
asylum on January 27, 2008.    He applied for asylum on January 27, 2008.    He applied for 
benefits on February 14, 2008.  On AEICZ:  benefits on February 14, 2008.  On AEICZ:  
What is the document date?  What is the Alien What is the document date?  What is the Alien 
Status Code?   Until what date is the refugee Status Code?   Until what date is the refugee 
potentially eligible for RCA and RMA?   For potentially eligible for RCA and RMA?   For 
refugee social services?refugee social services?



Answer: Question #19Answer: Question #19

The document date is January 27, 2008.   The document date is January 27, 2008.   
The Alien Status Code is GA.   The Alien Status Code is GA.   
The refugee is eligible for RCA and RMA for The refugee is eligible for RCA and RMA for 
the remaining five months of his eight month the remaining five months of his eight month 
eligibility period, until the end of August, 2008.   eligibility period, until the end of August, 2008.   
The refugee is eligible for Food Stamps The refugee is eligible for Food Stamps 
indefinitely.  indefinitely.  
The refugee is eligible for social services for five The refugee is eligible for social services for five 
years from January, 2008. years from January, 2008. 



CDJFS Responsibilities: CDJFS Responsibilities: 
Case File DocumentationCase File Documentation

Verification of refugee status Verification of refugee status 
Applications for assistance:  JFS 07200 and/or JFS 01457 Applications for assistance:  JFS 07200 and/or JFS 01457 
JFS 07349 “JFS 07349 “Refugee Employment Registration & Case Management Refugee Employment Registration & Case Management 
ReferralReferral””
Notes in CLRC indicating why Reception and Placement (R&P) Notes in CLRC indicating why Reception and Placement (R&P) 
money was not included in the budget money was not included in the budget 
Documentation of referral to employment and/or ESL servicesDocumentation of referral to employment and/or ESL services
If denied RCA, case notes on CLRC should indicate reason for If denied RCA, case notes on CLRC should indicate reason for 
denial or closing of case (i.e. Match Grant recipient; end of 8denial or closing of case (i.e. Match Grant recipient; end of 8--
month eligibility period).month eligibility period).
Current family selfCurrent family self--sufficiency and individual employability planssufficiency and individual employability plans

Notes in CLRC indicating acceptance of Resettlement Agency (RA) Notes in CLRC indicating acceptance of Resettlement Agency (RA) or or 
other agency providing employment services’ selfother agency providing employment services’ self--sufficiency and/or sufficiency and/or 
employability planemployability plan



CDJFS Responsibilities: InterpretersCDJFS Responsibilities: Interpreters

Eligibility decisions and work assessments Eligibility decisions and work assessments 
should not be delayed due to limited English should not be delayed due to limited English 
proficiency [5101:proficiency [5101:--11--22--01(J)(3), 5101:101(J)(3), 5101:1--3838--
01(H)(5), and 5101:401(H)(5), and 5101:4--11--05(B)(5)]. 05(B)(5)]. 
Legal ramificationsLegal ramifications
Schedule as soon as any CDJFS appointment is Schedule as soon as any CDJFS appointment is 
made, use PLI (on ARIR and AEISD) and flags made, use PLI (on ARIR and AEISD) and flags 
to remindto remind
Use trained interpreters Use trained interpreters –– not family membersnot family members

Role of interpreter Role of interpreter –– “invisible” piece of the process“invisible” piece of the process



CDJFS Responsibilities: CDJFS Responsibilities: 
Resettlement Agencies (RA)Resettlement Agencies (RA)

RA must be notified when a refugee applies for RA must be notified when a refugee applies for 
or there is a change in or termination of benefitsor there is a change in or termination of benefits

Refugee is required to tell which RA helped themRefugee is required to tell which RA helped them
Asylees, secondary migrants, and victims may not Asylees, secondary migrants, and victims may not 
have an RAhave an RA

Code RA caseworker as authorized Code RA caseworker as authorized 
representative on CRISrepresentative on CRIS--E E 
Many times are also contracted service providersMany times are also contracted service providers



RA ResponsibilitiesRA Responsibilities
Reception and Placement ActivitiesReception and Placement Activities
Linking refugee to public assistanceLinking refugee to public assistance
Must notify CDJFS if refugee is not cooperative in Must notify CDJFS if refugee is not cooperative in 
following employability plan and if refugee has refused following employability plan and if refugee has refused 
employment in last 90 days*employment in last 90 days*
Must keep in case file:Must keep in case file:

Documentation of refugee status Documentation of refugee status –– ensuring eligible for ensuring eligible for 
servicesservices
Family selfFamily self--sufficiency plan and individual employability sufficiency plan and individual employability 
plan*plan*
Employment information/referrals/case logs Employment information/referrals/case logs 
What types of assistance the refugee is receiving (i.e. OWF, What types of assistance the refugee is receiving (i.e. OWF, 
RCA, RMA, RSSP, etc.)RCA, RMA, RSSP, etc.)
Documentation of medical followDocumentation of medical follow--upup

*  If under contract with CDJFS to provide employment services*  If under contract with CDJFS to provide employment services



Refugee Case Processing SummaryRefugee Case Processing Summary

Eligibility decisions and work assessments should not Eligibility decisions and work assessments should not 
be delayed due to limited English proficiency [5101:be delayed due to limited English proficiency [5101:--11--
22--01(J)(3), 5101:101(J)(3), 5101:1--3838--01(H)(5), and 5101:401(H)(5), and 5101:4--11--05(B)(5)]. 05(B)(5)]. 
Caseworkers can authorize cash, medical and food Caseworkers can authorize cash, medical and food 
stamp benefits for refugees before the Social Security stamp benefits for refugees before the Social Security 
number is received.  Documentation from the Social number is received.  Documentation from the Social 
Security Administration that the refugee has applied for Security Administration that the refugee has applied for 
a Social Security number is adequate to establish a Social Security number is adequate to establish 
eligibility [5101:1eligibility [5101:1--3838--02.1(C)(6), 5101:402.1(C)(6), 5101:4--33--01(F), 5101:401(F), 5101:4--
33--22(A), 5101:122(A), 5101:1--33--09(A),(B), 5101:109(A),(B), 5101:1--22--40(E)(3)].  40(E)(3)].  
If valid documentation of a refugee status is presented, If valid documentation of a refugee status is presented, 
benefits should not be delayed while SAVE verification benefits should not be delayed while SAVE verification 
is pending [5101:1is pending [5101:1--11--50(G), 5101:150(G), 5101:1--3737--03(C), 5101:403(C), 5101:4--33--
07(J)(1), 5101:407(J)(1), 5101:4--77--14(B)(3)].14(B)(3)].



Summary cont.Summary cont.

It is critical to update the Social Security number on It is critical to update the Social Security number on 
CRISCRIS--E as soon as it is received, because the Social E as soon as it is received, because the Social 
Security number is used to apply for federal funding Security number is used to apply for federal funding 
and distribute it to the counties [5101:1and distribute it to the counties [5101:1--22--40.3(B)(2)(a)].40.3(B)(2)(a)].
Resettlement Agencies are not “sponsors” and the Resettlement Agencies are not “sponsors” and the 
money they provide to refugees for their first month money they provide to refugees for their first month 
(Reception and Placement money) does not count as (Reception and Placement money) does not count as 
income (5101:1income (5101:1--22--40).40).
Due to RCA and RMA eligibility time limits, explore Due to RCA and RMA eligibility time limits, explore 
expedited benefits (cash, food stamps, and medical) for expedited benefits (cash, food stamps, and medical) for 
refugees.refugees.



Summary cont.Summary cont.
Refugees must provide the name of the resettlement Refugees must provide the name of the resettlement 
agency that helped provide for their initial resettlement agency that helped provide for their initial resettlement 

The CDJFS must notify the refugee’s resettlement The CDJFS must notify the refugee’s resettlement 
agency anytime a refugee applies for any type of agency anytime a refugee applies for any type of 
assistance and of any action which involves the assistance and of any action which involves the 
termination, removal of a person from an assistance termination, removal of a person from an assistance 
group, or a change in the delivery of benefits [5101:1group, or a change in the delivery of benefits [5101:1--22--
40(C)(3), 5101:140(C)(3), 5101:1--22--40(J)(3), 5101:140(J)(3), 5101:1--22--40.1(C)]. 40.1(C)]. 

Send refugee checks, FS cards, etc. to refugee’s address.Send refugee checks, FS cards, etc. to refugee’s address.
A refugee must be participating in work activities and A refugee must be participating in work activities and 
refugee social services within 30 days of receipt of cash refugee social services within 30 days of receipt of cash 
assistance [5101:1assistance [5101:1--22--40(G)(2)(a), 5101:140(G)(2)(a), 5101:1--33--12(D)(1)].12(D)(1)].



Summary cont.Summary cont.
It is critical the A# is entered correctly on CRISIt is critical the A# is entered correctly on CRIS--E E 
screen AEICZ (for all classes of refugees, asylees, screen AEICZ (for all classes of refugees, asylees, 
Cuban/Haitian Entrants, etc.) as our ability to Cuban/Haitian Entrants, etc.) as our ability to 
document refugees, asylees, and Cuban/Haitian document refugees, asylees, and Cuban/Haitian 
Entrants directly affects state and county funding Entrants directly affects state and county funding 
[5101:1[5101:1--22--40.3(B)(2)(a)].40.3(B)(2)(a)].

The Alien number is found on paperwork documenting The Alien number is found on paperwork documenting 
refugee status.  It starts with an “A” and is followed by an 8refugee status.  It starts with an “A” and is followed by an 8--9 9 
digit number.digit number.
Refugees usually provide an IRefugees usually provide an I--94 form as documentation of 94 form as documentation of 
their status.  The Alien number is typically found on the their status.  The Alien number is typically found on the 
BACK of this form.BACK of this form.
The alien number goes in the “alien number” field on CRISThe alien number goes in the “alien number” field on CRIS--
E screen AEICZ.E screen AEICZ.



Summary cont.Summary cont.

Put the primary language on CRISPut the primary language on CRIS--E screen ARIR and E screen ARIR and 
AEISD in the “PLI” (Primary Language Indicator) AEISD in the “PLI” (Primary Language Indicator) 
field.  This ensures notices go out in the language the field.  This ensures notices go out in the language the 
refugee understands and ensures a proper language for refugee understands and ensures a proper language for 
an interpreter is scheduled [5101:1an interpreter is scheduled [5101:1--22--01(A)(3), 5101:101(A)(3), 5101:1--
22--40.4(B)(1)(m), 5101:140.4(B)(1)(m), 5101:1--22--40.5(B)(1)(m), 5101:440.5(B)(1)(m), 5101:4--11--
05(B), 5101:405(B), 5101:4--22--01(H)].01(H)].
Secondary migrants Secondary migrants –– RA and/or county staff must RA and/or county staff must 
complete the JFS 01459 “Refugee Services Secondary complete the JFS 01459 “Refugee Services Secondary 
Migrant Report” for all secondary migrants who are not Migrant Report” for all secondary migrants who are not 
on or do not have a social security number on CRISon or do not have a social security number on CRIS--EE



Special Immigrant Visas (SIV)Special Immigrant Visas (SIV)
New classification for certain individuals and their New classification for certain individuals and their 
families from Iraq and Afghanistan who helped the families from Iraq and Afghanistan who helped the 
U.S. militaryU.S. military
SIV holders are not refugees, they are Lawful SIV holders are not refugees, they are Lawful 
Permanent Residents (LPR)’s from the date they enter Permanent Residents (LPR)’s from the date they enter 
the U.S. or are granted SIV status (if status granted the U.S. or are granted SIV status (if status granted 
while already in the U.S.)while already in the U.S.)
Will have an IWill have an I--94, a Visa, or an I94, a Visa, or an I--551 card551 card
The Alien number will be on the paperwork and the The Alien number will be on the paperwork and the 
special immigrants will have a three digit category special immigrants will have a three digit category 
(classification) code beginning with SI or SQ(classification) code beginning with SI or SQ
OFS Letter #70 (4/3/08), CLVB (4/4OFS Letter #70 (4/3/08), CLVB (4/4--4/11/08) 4/11/08) 
Subject: AEICZ Changes: Iraqi/Afghan ImmigrantsSubject: AEICZ Changes: Iraqi/Afghan Immigrants



Date of Entry

Status Code

Alien Number



SIV’s cont.SIV’s cont.

Eligible for all benefits to the same extent as refugees, Eligible for all benefits to the same extent as refugees, 
except for a more limited time period:except for a more limited time period:

Iraqi SIV’s: 8 months from date entered U.S. or date SIV Iraqi SIV’s: 8 months from date entered U.S. or date SIV 
status was granted, whichever is laterstatus was granted, whichever is later
Afghan SIV’s: Eligible for 6 months from date entered U.S. Afghan SIV’s: Eligible for 6 months from date entered U.S. 
or date SIV status was granted, whichever is lateror date SIV status was granted, whichever is later

Code on CRISCode on CRIS--E screen AEICZ as “SI”.  E screen AEICZ as “SI”.  
Put “N” to “40 Qtr Req” during eligibility period Put “N” to “40 Qtr Req” during eligibility period ––
after 8 or 6 month eligibility period has passed, change after 8 or 6 month eligibility period has passed, change 
to “Y”to “Y”
Treated as any other LPR after first 6 or 8 monthsTreated as any other LPR after first 6 or 8 months
Manual tracking Manual tracking –– call us for assistance, if neededcall us for assistance, if needed



Refugee Services Contact Refugee Services Contact 
InformationInformation

Ohio Department of Job and Family Services
Office of Family Stability
Refugee Services Section                               

P.O. Box 182709                                    
50 W. Town St. – 6th Floor

Columbus, OH 43218-2709
Phone:  (614) 466-4815

Fax:  (614) 728-0761
Policy Question E-Mail:  REFUGEE@jfs.ohio.gov

Web Address:  www.jfs.ohio.gov/refugee



Questions


